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Abstract
This paper presents a generic architecture for a design
agent. The design agent is based on an existing generic
agent model, and includes a refinement of a generic model
for design, in which strategic reasoning and dynamic
management of requirements are explicitly modelled. The
generic architecture has been designed using the
compositional development method DESmE, and has been
used to develop a prototype design agent for automated
agent design.

1 Introduction

Design is a task often performed by one or more specialised
agents. Other agents interact with such ’design agents’ by,
for example, providing qualified requirements, initial
(partial) design object descriptions, and design process
objectives. Specialised agents ate often encountered in
human society: e.g.. architects are specialised agents: their
area of expertise is the design of buildings. A design agent
generates a design object description on the basis of the
information received from other agents, and makes results
of the design process available to other agents.

In this paper a generic architecture is introduced for a
design agent, which was modelled using the compositional
development method for multi-agent systems DESIRE
(Brazier, Dunin-Kepliez, Jennings and Treur, 1997). 
Section 2 this compositional development method is
briefly introduced. The design agent is based on an existing
generic agent model (Section 3), and includes a refinement
of a generic model for design (Brazier, Langen, Ruttkay and
Treur, 1994), in which strategic reasoning and dynamic
management of requirements are explicitly modelled
(Sections 4 and 5). Knowledge of different types can 
included, for example, knowledge that can be u.~d to derive
whether a given design object description satisfies given
properties (e.g., requirements), and knowledge that can 
used to derive how to refine requirements into more specific
requirements. In Section 6 the application of the generic
design agent to compositional system design is described.
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In Section 7 the results are discussed and a perspective is
sketched of the use of the design agent in Electronic
Commerce applications.

2 Compositional Design of Agents

The design agent described in this paper has been developed
using the compositional development method DESIRE for
multi-agent systems (framework for Design and
Specification of Interacting Reasoning components; of.
(Brazier et al., 1997). The development of a multi-agent
system is supported by graphical design tools within the
DESIRE software environment. Translation to an operational
system is straightforward; the software environment
includes implementation generators with which formal
specifications can be translated into executable code of a
prototype system. In DESIRE, a design consists of
knowledge of the following three types: process
composition, knowledge composition, and the relation
between process composition and knowledge composition.
These three types of knowledge are discussed in more detail
below.

2.1 Process Composition

Process composition identifies the relevant processes at
different levels of (process) abstraction, and describes how 
process can be defined in terms of (is composed of’) lower
level processes.

Identification of Processes at Different Levels
of Abstraction. Processes can be described at different
levels of abstraction; for example, the process of the multi-
agent system as a whole, processes defined by individual
agents and the external world, and processes defined by task-
related components of individual agents. The identified
processes are modelled as components. For each process the
input and output information types are modelled. The
identified levels of process abstraction are modelled as
abstractiow’specialisation relations between components:
components may be composed of other components or they
may be primitive. Primitive components may be either
reasoning components (i.e., based on a knowledge base),
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or, components capable of performing tasks such as
calculation, information retrieval, optimisation. These
levels of process abstraction provide process hiding at each
level.

Composition of Processes. The way in which
processes at one level of abstraction are composed of
processes at the adjacent lower abstraction level is called
composition. This composition of processes is described by
a specification of the possibilities for information exchange
between processes (static view on the composition), and 
specification of task control knowledge used to control
processes and information exchange (dynamic view on the
composition).

2.2 Knowledge Composition

Knowledge composition identifies the knowledge structures
at different levels of (knowledge) abstraction, and describes
how a knowledge structure can be defined in terms of lower
level knowledge structures. The knowledge abstraction
levels may correspond to the process abstraction levels, but
this is often not the case.

Identification of knowledge structures at
different abstraction levels. The two main structures
used as building blocks to model knowledge are:
information types and knowledge bases. Knowledge
structures can be identified and described at different levels
of abstraction. At higher levels details can be hidden. An
information type defines an ontology (lexicon, vocabulary)
to describe objects or terms, their sorts, and the relations or
functions that can be defined on these objects. Information
types can logically be represented in order-sorted predicate
logic. A knowledge base defines a part of the knowledge
that is used in one or more of the processes. Knowledge is
represented by formulae in order-sorted predicate logic,
which can be normalised by a standard transformation into
rules.

Composition of Knowledge Structures.
Information types can be composed of more specific
information types, following the principle of
compositionality discussed above. Similarly, .knowledge
bases can be composed of more specific knowledge bases.
The compositional structure is based on the different levels
of knowledge abstraction distinguished, and results in
information and knowledge hiding.

2.3 Relation between Process Composition and
Knowledge Composition

Each process in a process composition uses knowledge
structures. Which knowledge structures are used for which
processes is defined by the relation between process
composition and knowledge composition.

3 A Generic Agent Model
Agents are often designed to perform their own specific
tasks, for example the design of an artefact. In addition, a
number of generic agent tasks can be identified. This
section describes a generic agent model in which such
generic agent tasks are modelled. This model abstracts from
the specific domain of application and can be (re)used for 
large variety of agents. The model is based on the abilities
associated with the notion of weak agency OVooldridge and
Jennings, 1995).

Instead of designing each and every new agent
individually from scratch, a generic agent model can be used
to structure the design process: the acquisition of a specific
agent model is based on the generic structures in the model.
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Figure 1. A Generic Agent Model.

The characteristics of weak agency provide a means to
reflect on the tasks an agent needs to be able to perform.
Pro-activeness and autonomy are related to an agent’s
ability to reason about its own processes, goals and plans
and to control these processes (own process control).
Reactivity and social ability are related to the ability to be
able to communicate with other agents (agent interaction
management) and to interact with the external world (world
interaction management). The ability to communicate with
other agents and to interact with the external world often
relies on the information an agent has of the world
(maintenance of world information) and other agents
(maintenance of agent information). The generic agent
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model also includes an empty generic component to model
the agent specific task. The tasks related to the generic
abilities and agent specific tasks may be modelled by
components within an agent as depicted in Figure 1. In
addition to the sub-components, the model includes
information links that specify which information is
exchanged between components; these information links are
named.

The exchange of information within the generic agent
model can be described as follows. Observation results are
transferred through the information link observation results
to wim from the agent’s input interface to the component
wodd interaction management. In addition, the component
world interaction management receives belief information
from the component maintenance of world information
through the information link world info to wim, and the
agent’s characteristics from the component own process
control through the link own process info to wim. The
selected actions and observations (if any) are Iransferred 
the output interface of the agent through the information
link observations and actions.

The component maintenance of world information
receives meta-information on observed world information
from the component world interaction management, through
the information link observed world info and recta-
information on communicated world information (through
the link communicated wodd info) from the component
agent interaction management. Epistemic information
from maintenance of world information, epistemic world
info, is Iransferred to input belief info on world of the
components world interaction management, agent
interaction management and own process control, through
the information links world info to wire, world info to aim and
world info to opc.

Comparably the component maintenance of agent
information receives recta-information on communicated
information from the component agent interaction
management, through the information link communicated
agent info and meta-information on observed agent
information (through the link observed agent info) from
the component world interaction management. Epistemic
information, epistemic agent info, is output of the
component maintenance of agent information, becomes
input belief info on agents of the components world
interaction management, agent interaction management
and own process control, through the information links
agent info to wim, agent info to aim and agent info to opc.

4 A Generic Model of Design

The generic model of a design agent is based on both the
genetic agent model discussed in Section 3, and a generic
model of the design task, used to model the agent specific

task component. In this section the structure of this agent
specific task component for a design agent is described.

A generic model of design, in which reasoning about
requirements and their qualifications, reasoning about
design object descriptions and reasoning about the design
process are distinguished, has been introduced in (Brazier,
Langen, Ruttkay and Treur, 1994). This model is based on
a logical analysis of design processes (Brazier, Langen and
Treur, 1996) and on analyses of applications, including
elevator configuration (Brazier, Langen, Treur, Wijngaards
and Willems, 1996) and design of environmental measures
(Brazier, Treur and Wijngaards, 1996). The model not only
provides an abstract description of a design process
comparable to a design model, e.g., (Coyne, Rosenman,
Radford, Balachandran and Gero, 1990; Smithers, 1994),
but also a generic structure which can be refined for specific
design tasks in different domains of application.
Refinement of the generic task model of design, by
specialisation and instantiation, involves the specification
of knowledge about applicable requirements and their
qualifications, about the design object domain, and about
design strategies.

An initial design problem statement is expressed as a set
of initial requirements and requirement qualifications.
Requirements impose conditions and restrictions on the
structure, functionality and behaviour of the design object
for which a structural description is to be generated during
design. Qualifications of requirements are qualitative
expressions of the extent to which (individual or groups of)
requirements are considered hard or preferred, either in
isolation or in relation to other (individual or groups of)
requirements. At any one point in time during design, the
design process focuses on a specific set of requirements.
This set of requirements plays a central role; the design
process is (temporarily) committed to the current
requirement qualification set: the aim of generating a design
object description is to satisfy these requirements.

During design the considered sets of requirements may
change as may the design object descriptions: they evolve
during design. The strategy employed for the co-ordination
of requirement qualification set manipulation and design
object description manipulation may also change during the
course of a single design process. Modifications to the
requirement qualification set, the design object description
and the design strategy, may be the result of straightforward
implications drawn from knowledge available to a design
support system. Modifications may also be the result of
specific knowledge on appropriate default assumptions (,see
also (Smith and Boulanger,1994)), or the result 
interaction with an outside party (e.g., a client or 
designer).
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Figure 2 shows two levels of composition of the generic
model tor design. Three processes are shown at the top
level, together with the information exchange. Four
processes and information exchange are shown at the second
level for DODM.

The four processes (see Figure 2) related to the process
requirement qualification set manipulation ( RQSM) are:

¯ RQS modification: the current requirement
qualification set is analysed, proposals for
modification are generated, compared and the most
promising (according to some measure) selected,

¯ deductive RQS refinement: the current requirement
qualification set is deductively refined by means of
the theory of requirement qualification sets,

¯ current RQS maintenance: the current requirement
qualification set is stored and maintained,

¯ RQSM history maintenance: the history of
requirement qualification sets modification is stored
and maintained.

The four processes related to the process of" manipulation of
design object descriptions (DODM ) are:

¯ DOD modification: the current design object
description is analysed in relation to the current
requirement set, proposals for modification arc
generated, compared and the most promising
(according to some measure) selected,

¯ deductive DOD refinement: the current design object
description is deductively refined by means of the
theor7 of design object descriptions,

¯ current DOD maintenance: the current design object
description is stored and maintained,

DODM history maintenance: the history of design
object descriptions modification is stored and
maintained.

The process design process co-ordination is composed in a
similar manner.

5 Specialisation of the Design Agent
Model

The generic model for design described in the previous
chapter can be refined by specialisation and instantiation.
This section addresses a specialisation of the generic model
of design which has been applied in the domain of re-design
of compositional (knowledge-based or multi-agent)
systems. For reasons of space limitation only the
specialisation of the process of requirement qualification set
modification and the process of design object description
modification are presented.

5.1 Specialisation of requirement qualification set
modification

The process R¢~ modification determines modifications to
a requirement qualification set (RQS). To this purpose 
number of sub-processes are distinguished as shown in
Figure 3. The process RQS modification process co-
ordination is responsible for the co-ordination of the entire
process within RQSM: this process determines whether,
when and by which means a specific RQS is to be modified.

The global phases within RQS modification resemble a
process control model (e.g., controlling a chemical
process). A process control task usually relies on a feedback
loop within which sub-tasks such as analysis, planning,
and execution are distinguished.
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Figure 3. Specialisation of RQS modification.
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Figure 4. Spccialisation of DOD modification.

Similarly, within RQS modification analysis is performed
by RQS validation, planning is performed by RQS
modification focus identification and RQS modification
determination, and execution is Performed by effectuating
modifications to a RQS, resulting in a new RQS in current
RQS maintenance.

5.2 Specialisation of design object description
modification

The process DOD modification determines modifications to
a design object description (IX)D) in such a fashion that 
DOD is constructed which adheres to the design
requirements given to DODM. To this purpose a number of
sub-processes are distinguished as shown in Figure 4. The
process DOD modification process co-ordination is
responsible for the co-ordination of the entire process
within DODM: this process determines whether, when and
by which means a particular DOD is to be modified.

The global phases within DOD modification also
resemble a process control model: analysis, planning,
execution. Similarly, within DOD modification analysis is
performed by DOD validation (including . assessing
requirements in the current IX)D), planning is performed 
DOD modification focus identification and DOD modification
determination, and execution is performed by effectuating
modifications to a IX)D, resulting in a new DOD in current
DOD maintenance.

6 Application: a Design Agent for Agent
Design

The generic model of a design agent introduced can, in

principle, be used for any domain of application. To obtain
a proof of concept it was applied to a specific domain
within compositional system design: the domain of
compositional agent design. For this domain a prototype
application has been designed and implemented. For this
prototype system a formal ontology of requirements on
agents has been developed. Moreover, knowledge has been
identified that can be used to reason about these
requirements, to derive more specific requirements by
refining the original requirements. These more specific
requirements play a crucial role in the design process: they
guide the direction in which solutions are sought.

Requirements are formulated in terms of abilities and
properties of agents and the external world. Abilities and
properties can be assigned to

¯ individual agents,

¯ the external world,
¯ an individual agent in relation to the agents and the

world with which it interacts,
¯ the world in relation to the agents with which it

interacts, and
¯ a multi-agent system as a whole.

Abilities of agents such as co-operation, bi-directional
communication, and world interaction are often needed for
agents to jointly be able to perform a certain task. In
Figure 5 the ability of bi-directional communication and its
refinements are depicted. For a description of other agent
abilities see Brazier, Jonker, Treur and Wijngaards (1998).
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Figure 5, Refinements of the ability of hi-directional communication.

The ability of bi-directional communication can be refined,
both with respect to its specialisation (refinement of the
ability into more specific abilities) and with respect to its
realisation (refinement of the ability into more fine-grained
abilities related to reasoning about the ability, and more
fine-grained abilities abilities related to the effectuation of
the ability).

Figure 5 shows the refinement relationships for the
ability of bi-directional communication. The more specific
abilities related to bi-directionai communication arc the
ability to communicate to others (unidirectional
communication to others) and the ability to receive
communication from others (unidirectional communication
from others). The abilities related to the realisation of the

ability of bi-directional communication are the ability to
reason about bi-directional communication, and the ability
to execute bi-directional communication.

These more specific abilities are further refined, and
related to the ability to reason about unidirectional
communication from others, the ability to reason about
unidirectional communication to other, the ability to
execute unidirectional communication from others, and the
ability to execute unidirectional communication to others.

Knowledge on refinements of the ability of bi-directional
communication can be formally represented as shown
below. Meta-reasoning is employed to decide which
refinement alternative should be employed for which
ability.

Example

If
end

and

and

then

and

end

Representation of requirements refinement knowledge

is_qualilied_requirsment_selected_as_focus( QR: qualilied_requirement_name 
holds( is_qualified_requirement( QR: qualilied_requiremsnt_name,

Q: requirement_quali6ca~n,
R: rsquirsment_name )

holds( refers_to_requirement( R: requirement_name,
has_property( A: agent .name,

is_ capable._ of_ bidirectional _communica~on
with( ~.: a~nt_name )) 

poe)
rsflnement..alterna’dve( specialisations 

addilon_to currsnt_RQS(
is_qualilied_requiremont(

eddltion_to..curront_RQS(
refers_D_requirement(

adddion_to_cu rront_RQS(
is_qualmed_rsquirement(

new_name( QR: quali§ed_requirement_name, =a" ),
Q: requirement..qualificaSon,
now_name( R: requirement_name, "a" ) ) 

new_name( R: requirement_name, "a" ),
has_property( A: agent_name,

is_capable._of_unidirectional_communication_
from( A2: agent_name ) ) 

new_name( QR : qualifiedrequirement_name, "o" ),
Q: requirement_quallfica’don,
new_name( R: requirement_name, "o" ) ) 

Con~hued on ~e next page.
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and

and

and

addition_to_current_RQS(
refers_to_requirement(

addrdon_to_current_RQS(
Is_qualified_requirement(

addrdon_to_current_RQS(
refers_to_requirement(

new_name( R: requirement_name, "b" ),
has_property(A: agent_name,

is_capable_of_unidlreclkxlaUcommunication_
to( A2: agent_name ) ) 

new_name( QR: qualified_requirement_name, %" ),
Q: requirement__qualificalion,
new_name( R: requirement_name, =d’ ) ) 

new_name( R: requirement_name, "c" ),
has..property( A: agent_name,
is_capable_of_comblnlng_unidireclional_
communicalion_frorn_end_to( A2: agent_name ) ) 

Top-level requirements are refined into more specific
requirements during a design process. The result is the
construction of a specific hierarchy of requirements, which
adheres to the requirements ontology and refinement
knowledge. Figure 6 shows an example of (part of) such 
requirements refinement hierarchy. The current prototype
design agent makes extensive use of the requirements
ontology, generic models and design object building
blocks. The design process is fairly linear, in the sense that
few options are generated and selected. The most i~ined
requirements are almost directly operationaiisable by
building blocks for design object descriptions. A specific

design requirement, currently in focus in DOE) modification,
is broken up (i.e., refined) into smaller properties:
assessment points. These assessment points can be tested
for, and when not yet reaiised, building blocks related to an
assessment point can be ~ to the current design object
description.

The generation of options for sets of qualified
requirements and design object descriptions involving
explicit strategic knowledge can be incorporated in the
design model, as described by (Brazier, Langen, and Treur,
1998).

I has_property( agent_D, is..capable, of_active_observation_in( wodd_W ) 
. has_property( agent_D, is_capeble_of_procossing_observation results_from( world_W ) 

I has_property( agent_D, is_capeble_of_reasoning_about_procassing_observation_rosults_from( world_W ) 
has_property( agent_D, is_capable_of_executing_procossing_observation_rasults._from( wodd_W ) 

[ has_property( agent_D, s_capab e_of_combining_reason ng_about_and_executing_processing_observation_results( world_W ) 
has_property( agent_D, obsentation_initiation_in( woddW ) 

has_property( agent_D, is_capable_ol_recsoning_about_observation_initiation_in( wodd_W ) 
has_property( agent_D, is_capable_of_executing_observation_initiation_in( world_W ) 

: has_property( agent_D, is-capab~e-~-c~mbining-mas~ning-ab~ut-and-executing--~bsenIati~n-initiati~n-in( wodd_W ) 
has_property( agent_D, is_capeble_of_combining_processing_observation_results_and_ observation_initiation_in( world_W ) 

Figure 6. Requirement refinement hierarchy constructed by the prototype design agent.

The implication of designing (parts of) a multi-agent
system, is that a multi-agent system is the object of
design, and as such should be formally represented in a
design object description. In this paper the design object
description is assumed to be a compositional object
description. The assumption underlying this decision is that
a compositional structure facilitates the process of (re-
)design. The compositional formal specification language
underlying DESIRE forms an adequate basis for such a
design object description representation.

7 Discussion

To design an agent capable of designing, insight is required
in the agent model and the design process model to be used.

The architecture of the design agent is based on an existing
generic agent model, and includes a refinement of a generic
model of design. It combines results from the area of
Multi-Agent Systems and the area of AI and Design.

The generic agent model has been developed on the basis
of experience with agent models of different kinds; for
example, models for information gathering agents, co-
operative agents for project co-ordination, BDI-agents,
negotiating agents, broker agents, and agents simulating
animal behaviour. The generic design model was developed
and evaluated on the basis of experience with design
applications in a number of domains; for example, design
of sets of measures for environmental policy, aircraft
design, and elevator design.
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The generic design agent, which combines the generic
agent model and the generic design model, was successfully
applied to compositional agent design. The design agent
model for this application includes formalisations of agent
design descriptions and requirements on agents, and
tbrmalisations of agent design knowledge. After this proof
of concept, the approach introduced will be applied in the
domain of Electronic Commerce.

Electronic Commerce necessarily involves interaction
between human users in different types of organisations,
and very dynamic automated environments, in which the
parties involved are not known beforehand, and often
change. In such environments human users can be
supported by Personal Assistant Agents, which in turn
make use of existing broker agents and other task-specific
agents. Co-operation between these (human and computer)
agents is to the advantage of all. To cope with the dynamic
character of the environment, frequently new agents need to
be created, or existing agents need to be modified, for
specific purposes. Such frequent modification of an
environment necessitates almost continuous maintenance.

Recently a few applications of broker agents have been
addressed for this area; see, for example (Chavez and Maes,
1996; Chavez, Dreilinger, Guttman and Maes, 1997;
Kuokka and Harada, 1995; Martin, Moran, Oohama,
Cheyer, 1997; Sandholm and Lesser, 1995; Tsvetovatyy
and Gini, 1996). However, these applications have been
implemented without an explicit design at a conceptual
level, and without taking into account the dynamic
requirements imposed by the domain of application and the
maintenance problem implied by this dynamic character.

On the basis of the approach introduced here, a generic
multi-agent Electronic Commerce environment will be
developed in which a broker agent can dynamically
reconflgure (parts of) the multi-agent system by adding 
modifying Personal Assistant agents, broker agents and
additional agents. More specifically, the aim is to develop a
multi-agent broker architecture with a number of co-
operative broker agents, Personal Assistant agents, and task
specific agents. Each broker agent can dynamically
configure and implement new agents or modify existing
agents as part of the multi-agent system as follows:

¯ if new users (clients) subscribe to a broker agent,
Personal Assistant agents tuned to the requirements
imposed by this user, may be created, or existing
Personal Assistant agents may be modified, due to
changed requirements.

¯ if required in view of the load of an existing broker
agent, new broker agents can be ~ to distribute
the load (and avoid overload of the existing broker
agent), or existing broker agents can be modified.

¯ if opportune, or requested, new agents may be
created to pertbrm specific tasks, fulfilling certain

dynamically imposed requirements; for example, for
searching the Internet for specific types of
information, or shadowing information at a specific
site.

A principled approach to the design of the architecture is of
crucial importance: a generic conceptual architecture of a
broker agent is needed to support the (re)design process
needed for dynamic creation or modification of agents based
on dynamically imposed requirements. An approach in
which conceptual design is the basis for structure-
preserving (formal) detailed design and operational design,
can provide the means to model, specify and implement the
flexible structures required.
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